BROOKWOOD SCHOOL
SUMMER AT BROOKWOOD 2018 CAMP GUIDE

WEEK 1: JUNE 18-22
Morning Only (9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.)
NATURE’S PALETTE (RISING GRADES K-1)
Anya Ciarametaro

Imagination and creativity soar as we explore bugs, birds, leaves, seeds, and more! Join us for
a week of hands-on fun as we take on a new adventure each day. Come prepared to get dirty,
and most importantly, to have a blast!
Cost: $215

LET’S BAKE! (RISING GRADES K-1)
Erin Koeplin

Do you love to mix and measure, divide and decorate? Do you enjoy getting messy and
experimenting with ingredients? Does working with your friends to create something delicious
and decadent interest you? Baking is a way of life and a way to bond with friends, family, and
neighbors. In “Let’s Bake!”, you will learn how to read and follow a recipe, work with a variety
of delicious ingredients, and create your very own cookbook filled with scrumptious recipes to
take home! We will bake cookies, bread, vegan, gluten-free, muffins, pizza...the list is endless
for the time and bakers abound! Let’s get bakin’!
Cost: $245

INTRO TO DRONE FLYING MISSIONS (RISING GRADES 1-3)
Drobots Staff

Intro to Drone Flying Missions is specifically designed for campers with little to no experience
flying drones. We use the safest and most reliable drone products on the market, including the
Parrot™ drones for enhanced safety and most of all, fun. Campers will learn the basics of drone
technology and safety before taking to the air. Through the use of iPad flight simulators and
clear instructions on basic flying maneuvers, young Drobots’ pilots will experience a program
filled with excitement, games, challenges, and learning. Campers work all week long to
prepare for the most enjoyable part of the week: the Ultimate Drone Games that include
events such as: Tic-Tac-Drone, Drone Darts, Duck-Duck-Drone, and more. All campers go
home with interactive workbooks and plenty of Drobots Company keepsakes and trinkets so
the memories last long beyond the summer. Drone safety and the social responsibilities of
flying drones are included in this program.
Cost: $240

SPLISH SPLASH (RISING GRADES 2-3)
Lindsey St. Louis

Get wet, get wild! When things heat up this summer, cooling your spirits with some water
activities is just what the doctor ordered. Enjoy a week full of slip ’n slides, water balloons, and
super soakers. Don’t forget your bathing suit and a towel for the car ride home!
Cost: $225

MULTISPORT (RISING GRADES 3-6)
Monika Carbochova

Do you love to move, run, and be active? Do you like to play sports and be part of a team? If
so, Program Director Monika Carbochova is ready for you to join the fun! This high-energy
camp will explore the following sports: soccer, flag football, Wiffle ball, kickball, Ultimate
Frisbee, and anything else we can find to have fun outside. Floor hockey, basketball, and
indoor games can also give relief from summer storms or heat. Enjoy three hours of the most
delicious game buffet. Have fun with friends, keep fit, and master new skills. Monika is a math
teacher at Brookwood and an experienced and passionate coach who loves working with this
age group. What a great opportunity for young sports enthusiasts!
Cost: $215

Full Day (9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.)
BROOKWOOD IN REVUE (RISING GRADES 4-7)
Alex Edwards

Alex Edwards is excited to lead this highly successful and very popular camp in 2018! Joined
by a cast of very talented theatre instructors, they will direct and produce a high quality musical
theatre production in one week’s time! Campers will enjoy both individually tailored and group
lessons in voice, acting, and dance. At the end of the week, students will perform a musical
revue! Students will repurpose costumes, sets, and scores. Come act, sing, and perform a full
length junior musical! Wish you starred in that stunning Brookwood eighth grade play? Now
you can.
Cost: $415

BROOKWOOD IN REVUE PIT BAND (RISING GRADES 4-7)
Gary Backstrom

Campers will steep themselves in music for a week of inspiration, skill development, and
performance. The group will include guitarists, intermediate piano/keyboard players, vocalists,
drummers, and bass players. Students will learn the basics of technique, music theory, and the
dynamics of playing in a group. They will then work toward a final performance as the
accompanying musical ensemble for Brookwood in Revue. Gary Backstrom was lead guitarist
for Jiggle the Handle and currently tours with the Gary Backstrom Band. He has opened for
such bands as the Allman Brothers, The Spin Doctors, Collective Soul, and recently played with
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Billy Joel drummer Liberty DeVito as well as members of Todd Rundgren's band. He has been
teaching individual music lessons at Brookwood School for over a decade.
Cost: $410

Afternoon Only (1:00-4:00 p.m.)
WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE! (RISING GRADES K-1)
Lindsey MacDonald

Campers will read books about water, study creatures that live in water, learn why it’s
important for us to drink water, discover how water is made, and play lots and lots of waterbased games. Bathing suits and a change of clothes are required for this camp, as we will use
everything from water tables to hoses to water balloons to explore the many facets and uses of
water.
Cost: $210

SCIENSATIONAL: EGYPTIAN DIG TIME! (RISING GRADES 2-6)
Sciensational Staff Member

Children will discover the amazing science of Archaeology as they uncover ancient artifacts. In
doing this, we will learn about Egyptian life. We will excavate with tools that a real
archaeologist uses. We will find the following artifacts as we excavate a scarab (what’s that?): a
hieroglyphic tablet, an ankh symbol, and a jackal. You will learn about these and even take
home a booklet. The artifacts are yours to keep! We will wet the sand that we dig into and
create one of two sand sculptures for display. You can make a pyramid and a sphinx as well!
Let’s go back in time with a hands-on archaeological experience!
Cost: $240

ULTIMATE DRONE OBSTACLE CHALLENGE (RISING GRADES 4-8)
Drobots Staff Member

Ultimate Drone Obstacle Challenge is specifically designed for both the novice and
experienced drone enthusiasts. This is week is filled with pure action as students enjoy one of
the world’s fastest growing sports, Drone Obstacle Racing. Campers will first learn about the
basic safety of drone flying and the history behind drone racing as a sport. From there,
campers will progress through various skill challenges and learn how to perform various
exercises and maneuvers to become familiar with the drone’s speed and agility. Campers will
use iPads and remote controls to navigate the drone through short and long obstacle courses.
Participants will also create the design and help build the the obstacle course in preparation for
the last day’s final activity and competition. All campers go home with interactive workbooks
and plenty of Drobots Company keepsakes and trinkets so the memories last long beyond the
summer. Drone safety and the social responsibilities of flying drones are included in this
program.
Cost: $240
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WEEK 2: JUNE 25-29
Morning Only (9:00 a.m.-12:00 pm.)
SEASONAL SUMMER COOKING (RISING GRADES K-1)
Christina Carman

Summertime food is fun and fresh--just like this camp! You’ll learn about a new seasonal fruit or
vegetable each day and cook up recipes like zucchini muffins, watermelon salad, corn and
black bean salsa, fruit parfaits and much more! Along with cooking, we will also be growing our
own herbs, exploring textures through sensory play, and supporting literacy through recipe
charts. Come join this class if you have an appetite to cook, learn, and have fun with Christina
Carman, an expert in cooking education!
Cost: $245

ART IN NATURE (RISING GRADES K-1)
Erin Koeplin

John Muir once said, “Of all the paths you take in life, make sure a few of them are dirt.” In
“Art in Nature,” we will take long walks, stop and smell the roses, and travel the path less
taken. Children will use their love for wildlife and the great outdoors to build and make
beautiful creations. Jewelry, paintings, sculpture, clay work, and art (found and left) in nature
will be created. We will closely observe patterns, colors, and textures...all sources of inspiration
as we walk, talk, sit, and listen to our magnificent surroundings on our beloved campus.
Cost: $215

SOCCER (RISING GRADES K-5)
Enrique Polletta

Campers will enjoy a week out on the turf field with Brookwood’s very own kindergarten
teacher, Enrique Polletta. We’ll focus on improving individual technique, skill development,
and the fundamentals of team play. Perfect for players of all levels, our program challenges
each camper to expand his or her athletic horizons. Offense, defense, footwork, passing,
shooting, and “rules of the game” are all taught in a supportive and fun atmosphere. With
more than 30 years of playing and coaching experience, join Enrique for a fun week of skill
growth and teamwork.
Cost: $215

CHILDREN’S THEATRE (RISING GRADES 2-3)
Jennifer Tarr

Does your child love to sing, tell stories, act on stage, and play drama games? Then they'll be a
star in Children's Theatre, a fun and active introduction to creative drama. Instructor Jennifer
Tarr will inspire your rising thespian. Beginner or intermediate students will discover the magic
of life on the stage and have a blast doing it!
Cost: $220
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DRONE MISSION MANIA (RISING GRADES 4-8)
Drobots Staff Member

It’s all about drone missions as campers will learn the basics of drone technology and safety
before taking to the air to fly and code the drones through an abundance of missions.
Throughout the week, instructors will pose various challenges that the campers must solve
using drones. Missions include: Connect 4, Drone Basketball, King Kong, International Space
Station Drone Docking, Harry The Hiker, and more. Students work all week long to prepare for
the most enjoyable part of the week: the Ultimate Drone Games where students collaborate,
strategize, and create their own drone missions and then compete against one another.
Participants will use the SWIFT programming language to accomplish many of these missions.
All campers go home with interactive workbooks and plenty of Drobots Company keepsakes
and trinkets so the memories last long beyond the summer. Drone safety and the social
responsibilities of flying drones are included in this program.
Cost: $240

FIELD HOCKEY (RISING GRADES 5-9)
Mike Wellington

Fall 2018 will be here before we know it, and this field hockey tune-up gives the foundation to
be ready for the season. Skill development, fitness training, and teamwork are hallmarks of this
established program. Basic skills, stick handling, rules, and field positions are taught through
drills and game play. Rigorous conditioning, "eating to play," and strategies for rest and
recovery are all part of the program; athletes learn to prepare not just for a single season, but
for a life of physical activity. Coach Mike Wellington teaches physical education at Brookwood
School. He serves as a U.S.A. Field Hockey Level II Certified Northeast Region coach and
coaches U16 Premier Field Hockey for Seacoast United. As the Athletic Director and dedicated
varsity field hockey coach for over 20 years at Brookwood, he has helped players from PreKindergarten to Grade Nine find their physical strengths and talents. Join these enthusiastic,
fun athletes and let them bring out the best in you!
Cost: $215

Full Day (9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.)
POP ROCK BAND (RISING GRADES 4-8)
Gary Backstrom

Band camp at Brookwood is a great way to get your kids involved with the skills it takes to be
in a real band for fun or professionally. “Pop Rock Band” is led by national touring artist, Gary
Backstrom, who has taught guitar, bass, voice, piano, and drums, as well instructed many
ensembles in the style of rock, pop, jazz and R&B at Brookwood School. He will guide a weeklong exploration of what it takes to play in an ensemble setting and the skills needed to make a
tight, cohesive band. Children will learn how to dial-in great tones on amps, sound systems,
and how to effectively use their voices and musical instruments. Children can expect to cover
music from Bruno Mars, Taylor Swift, Daft Punk, Red Hot Chili Peppers, as well as classics from
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the Beatles, U2, and more. The week will culminate with a pop rock performance for friends
and family members that none are sure to soon forget!
Cost: $410

Afternoon Only (1:00-4:00 p.m.)
MAPS AND TREASURES (RISING GRADES K-1)
Victoria Marotta

Where am I? What is a country, state, city, or town? How can I read a map? Most importantly,
how can I read this map to find the buried treasure at the end? Students will learn how to read
and create all sorts of maps and begin to understand how we document what we see in the
world onto paper, taking things from the three-dimensional world to the two-dimensional
world. Through children’s nonfiction and fiction books, educational videos, and fun activities,
students will gain an understanding of how to represent the world around them on a piece of
paper, allowing them to complete the final project for the week: THEIR VERY OWN TREASURE
MAP WITH BURIED TREASURE! Campers will work in small teams with counselor support to
design their own scavenger hunts for the other groups to follow and reap the rewards of the
buried treasure.
Cost: $210

DRONE SUPERHERO MISSIONS (RISING GRADES 1-3)
Drobots Staff

Superhero Missions is specifically designed for both the novice and experienced drone
enthusiast. Our instructors will open the creative minds of participants as campers attack and
defend against superheroes and villains. Students will begin the week learning basic
maneuvers before using their “Spidey-Sense” to conquer missions such as: Batman’s DroneMobile Escape, The Breakout of Iron Man, and more. Participants will storyboard their own
escape missions while other students attempt to outsmart them using the drone to locate and
capture. Drone safety and the social responsibilities of flying drones are included in this
program. All campers go home with interactive workbooks and plenty of Drobots Company
keepsakes and trinkets so the memories last long beyond the summer.
Cost: $240

SCIENSATIONAL: MAKE IT & TAKE IT (RISING GRADES 2-6)
Sciensational Staff Member

In this fun and exciting program, you will discover how amazing science is. You will make and
take home a wide assortment of toys designed to teach you science concepts in a hands-on
way. We’ll grow and take home crystal trees, make energy bead bracelets and watch as the
amazing beads turn from white to a rainbow of colors before our eyes, and build a working
electric motor. Participants will also make their own sharpie pen t-shirt and learn some cool
chemistry (student supplies a 100% cotton t-shirt), as well as make their own bubbling blobs
and explore the properties of a density tube. There will also be the opportunity to make silly
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putty, glowing goo, green flubber, and other cool projects. Finally...we will make ice cream in
our own amazing, different, Sciensational way!
Cost: $240

Week 3: July 9-13
Morning Only (9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.)
CHILDREN’S THEATRE (RISING GRADES K-1)
Jennifer Tarr

Does your child love to sing, tell stories, act on stage, and play drama games? Then they'll be a
star in Children's Theater, a fun and active introduction to creative drama. Instructor Jennifer
Tarr will inspire your rising thespian. Beginner or intermediate students will discover the magic
of life on the stage and have a blast doing it!
Cost: $220

TINKERTIME (RISING GRADES K-1)
Erin Koeplin

If you like to build, experiment, try new and old methods, collaborate, work independently,
work aimlessly (no such thing, of course!), and with purpose, then this camp is for you! In
“Tinkertime,” we will use a great variety of materials to create independent and group projects
that we will discover throughout the week. We will use our own creative minds, friends,
recycled and repurposed materials, and well, just about EVERYTHING as inspiration! Bring a
project that you already have begun and build upon it, or come with an open plan! The world
is your oyster, and you, it’s pioneer. Come explore, experiment, and discover that you are our
next great inventor!
Cost: $220

INSPIRED ARTISTS (RISING GRADES 2-3)
Marleen Wood

This camp uses famous artists and illustrators as inspiration for creating artistic masterpieces.
Campers will enjoy learning about the life and motivation behind five famous artists before
creating their own impressionist paintings, clay sculptures, self-portraits, glass flowers, and
cubist compositions. We will also examine works of children's book illustrators and create
collages and paintings in their styles. Inspired Artists will be led by Brookwood School’s afterschool instructor extraordinaire Marleen Wood. She ties together her love of art history with
her passion for encouraging children to create art.
Cost: $230

HARRY POTTER (RISING GRADES 2-4)
Marci Johnson

Muggles need not apply! Enter the amazing world of Harry Potter! Activities and projects will
include: making our own Wizard Wands and Pet Owls, visiting Brookwood’s “Dark Forest” to
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hear stories, studying antique books, making magical potions, drinking Butterbeer and eating
Bertie Bott’s Jelly Beans and Chocolate Frogs, building Hagrid’s hut in the woods, and playing
Quidditch. Don’t miss out on the summer fun of turning Brookwood into Hogwarts!
Cost: $230

WEARABLE ART (RISING GRADES 3-5)
Taylor Purcell

If you like being creative and making things you can actually show off, join us making wearable
art this summer! Learn how to make an array of fashionable items from duct tape wallets to
bottle-cap earrings. The last day will feature a fashion show where you can show off all of your
fabulous creations!
Cost: $240

PROMETHEUS TUTORS: SSAT FUNDAMENTALS SMALL GROUP BOOT CAMP
(RISING GRADE 8)
Prometheus Tutoring Staff

Summer at Brookwood is now offering classes administered by a premier provider of SSAT
test preparation. Prometheus Tutors will offer an Upper Level SSAT boot camp during July.
This program will cover all of the subjects on the test, and students will learn extremely
effective test-taking skills. Students report that these skills continue to serve them during their
regular studies. Registration for this session includes an intake consultation with a diagnostic
practice test to be held at Prometheus Tutoring in Beverly. Students will learn the fundamental
strategies for improving scores on the test, wrapping up the week with a full-length, diagnostic
practice test, as well as a post-camp progress consultation. Register by Presidents’ Day,
February 19, 2018, and pay only $720 (an additional 10% discount), and also get Guaranteed
Instruction. Prometheus will provide all materials, including a subscription to the official SSAT
website.
Cost: $800 (a 15% discount from list price)

Full Day (9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.)
VIRTUAL REALITY AND 3D GAME DESIGN (RISING GRADES 4-8)
Code Rev Staff

Campers will build amazing 3D video games using the Unity 3D platform, a widely used pro
game making tool, as they learn to code their games using real code. Then, their games will
turn to life, as campers dive inside Virtual Reality to explore their games firsthand in a virtual
environment that they created themselves!
Cost: $420
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Afternoon Only (1:00-4:00 p.m.)
UNDER THE SEA OCEAN ADVENTURES (RISING GRADES K-1)
Victoria Marotta

Get ready to embark on an ocean adventure! From the beautiful seashells and soft sand on the
seashore to the fish, whales, dolphins, turtles, sharks, and other wondrous creatures of the
deep — we will dive into the undersea world using our imaginations! Through hands-on crafts,
stories, games, sensory activities, and even acting, campers will plunge into the world of the
sea. Outdoor water play will be a component of this camp and bathing suits and towels are
required.
Cost: $220

HOVERCRAFT/EGG DROP CAR DESIGN (RISING GRADES 2-6)
Sciensational Staff Member

Do you want to design and build things that you create, instead of purchasing a model? Well
this is the camp for you. With three challenges in one workshop, you will learn about Laws of
Motion, Energy, Air Pressure, Friction, Lift, Speed, and Acceleration. You’ll have the chance to
build and keep an air-powered hovercraft and make it defy gravity! Once it’s up and moving,
you will control its direction by using your creativity. Campers will also get to build and take
home their own supercar, powered by more than one source of energy. This can be one crazy
looking vehicle! We will provide participants with many materials for the dynamic vehicles that
they will build. Lastly, campers will also build an egg drop car with the objection of creating a
gravity vehicle that can cushion a raw egg as the car holding the egg is dropped from a high
height. We will provide you with the material to cushion the fall. Just be creative!
Cost: $240

WEEK 4: JULY 16-20
Morning Only (9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.)
THE POWER OF PLAY (RISING GRADES PREK-K)
Instructor TBD

Play is the critical vehicle by which children learn about and interact with their world. Through
play, kids learn mental, physical, and social skills necessary for a successful future.
Communication, problem solving, and collaboration are just a few of the skill areas that young
minds exercise during play in a group setting. This week of camp at Brookwood is sure to
challenge your child’s natural curiosity and creativity through structured play scenarios,
imaginative free-play sessions, and guided art and literature activities. Allow your child the
opportunity to experience the power of play at Brookwood!
$210
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MAGIC TREEHOUSE (RISING GRADES K-1)
Marci Johnson

Does your child enjoy storytelling, art, exploration and adventure? Would you like your child to
cultivate academic skills in a magical, fun environment? Then the Magic Treehouse Camp is for
you! This dynamic camp will ignite your child's imagination through innovative vibrant
activities. Using the Magic Tree House series as a starting point, students will listen to a story
and then use the text to explore worlds of outer space, Viking Ireland, Ancient Greece, and
more. Those campers who attended this camp last year will experience brand new activities.
Brookwood parent and graduate of Harvard’s masters in education program Marci Johnson will
bring these stories to life each day for your child, creating a world of light, laughter, and
stardust wishes!
Cost: $225

ARTISTIC EATS: FOOD CAN BE ART, TOO! (RISING GRADES 2-3)
Marleen Wood

In this unique camp, students will focus on cooking and presenting food. Campers will learn to
express projects with a touch of creativity and beauty. Each day will follow a different theme
with food-based art projects. All projects will be nut-free and all other allergies will be taken
into consideration.
Cost: $235

MAKING MOVIE MAGIC (RISING GRADES 2-3)
Chloie Johnson

Do you love movies and enjoy the magic behind the special effects that you see on the big
screen? Do you have ideas of your own that you'd love to see in a feature film? Then this is the
camp for you! Join us as we make a movie from scratch in just a week. Let your creativity flow
and develop technical skills as we write, film, and edit for a finished product you can share with
your family and friends!
Cost: $225

SPA CREATIONS (RISING GRADES 3-5)
Taylor Purcell

Calling all divas! This summer pamper yourself. Learn how to make DIY face masks, body
scrubs, hair wraps, and cool nail designs. Take home what you make and keep it for yourself or
gift it for friends and family. Breaks will feature smoothie making, tea time, mindfulness
activities, and a yoga pose or two!
Cost: $240

BASKETBALL (RISING 3-8)
Matt Chewning

Students will receive a superior basketball camp experience that's educational and fun. With
lectures, drills, stations and competitive games, our camp is designed to create an atmosphere
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where basic fundamentals and skills are developed for all of our campers. In addition to being
basketball specific, the camp is designed to teach fair play, teamwork and sportsmanship while
reinforcing positive life values. Our coaching staff is led by former all-conference collegiate
basketball player Matt Chewning along with a staff that consists of current and former
experienced players.
Cost: $200

PROMETHEUS TUTORS: SSAT FUNDAMENTALS SMALL GROUP BOOT CAMP
(RISING GRADE 8)
Prometheus Tutoring Staff

Summer at Brookwood is now offering classes administered by a premier provider of SSAT
test preparation. Prometheus Tutors will offer an Upper Level SSAT boot camp during July.
This program will cover all of the subjects on the test, and students will learn extremely
effective test-taking skills. Students report that these skills continue to serve them during their
regular studies. Registration for this session includes an intake consultation with a diagnostic
practice test to be held at Prometheus Tutoring in Beverly. Students will learn the fundamental
strategies for improving scores on the test, wrapping up the week with a full-length, diagnostic
practice test, as well as a post-camp progress consultation. Register by Presidents’ Day,
February 19, 2018, and pay only $720 (an additional 10% discount), and also get Guaranteed
Instruction. Prometheus will provide all materials, including a subscription to the official SSAT
website.
Cost: $800 (a 15% discount from list price)

Full Day (9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.)
MODDING IN MINECRAFT (RISING GRADES 4-7)
Code Rev Staff

Students will create powerful teleporting swords, humorous blocks, amazing mobs, bows that
shoot arrows that summon ender dragons, entire worlds, and other insane items, all through
the power of Java programming! Perfect for both the beginning coder and the advanced Java
modding aficionado, Modding is our most popular Macro class! Check out our Modding Game
Design video reel to see samples of student work.
Cost: $420

Afternoon Only (1:00-4:00 p.m.)
LEGO LAND (RISING GRADES K-1)
Victoria Marotta

Do you love LEGO? Putting together tiny bricks, taking them apart, sorting through the bin for
just the right piece? Then this is the camp for you. Join us as we explore all that LEGO has to
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offer--building landscapes from scratch, cars that actually go, and much more! You will become
a master builder and have a ton of fun in the process.
Cost: $210

SCIENSATIONAL: FOLLOW ME ROBOT (RISING GRADES 2-6)
Sciensational Staff Member

How would you like to build a robot that has four built-in microphones? The robot you will
create and take home will be able to detect the sound source and move and turn accordingly,
as well as flash and play “Do-Re-Me!” Your robot will be programmed to move in its own
routine if it does not get a signal in one minute and will go to sleep if it does not receive
commands in ninety seconds. However, you can wake it up! You will learn about the different
gears and sensors as you build it and get to build other robots in groups. We’ll have sumo
wrestling and obstacle course events with the robots you build. See everything happening as
you build - that’s the Sciensational way!
Cost: $240

OFF-CAMPUS DAY TRIP ADVENTURES!
Pack a lunch, fill up your water bottle, and be sure to apply plenty of sunscreen for these
amazing day trip adventures. Each day trip will be led by Brookwood’s own Ms. Shimmy (Anya
Ciarametaro)! Any questions regarding these adventures can be directed to either Anya at
aciarametaro@brookwood.edu or Justin Zappia at jzappia@brookwood.edu.
PLEASE NOTE: Each adventure is limited to the first 13 children signed up due to
transportation limitations – register today! Each trip requires a 10-student minimum.

GLOUCESTER ADVENTURE: MARITIME MUSEUM AND THE SCHOONER ARDELLE
Rising Grades 2-3
June 12, 2018 (9 a.m.-4 p.m.)

Maritime Gloucester offers several shore-themed programs that are sure to engage and
enlighten campers for the day. Students will learn all about living creatures in and around the
sea and the habitats in which they reside. They will also have an opportunity to explore the
Schooner Ardelle. Sailing Gloucester Harbor, fish-print artwork, and live creature exploration at
their aquarium are all aspects of this daylong adventure.
10 STUDENT MINIMUM WILL BE REQUIRED TO RUN THIS TRIP.
Cost: $95
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STONE ZOO ADVENTURE
Rising Grades K-1
June 13, 2018 (9 a.m.-4 p.m.)

What’s better than spending a day exploring all sorts of animals in their natural habitats? You
and some lucky classmates will do just that! Get your exercise and have an animal adventure all
at once. There’s nothing better than spending a day with your animal friends at the Stone Zoo!
10 STUDENT MINIMUM WILL BE REQUIRED TO RUN THIS TRIP
Cost: $95

GUIDED PADDLE BOARD ADVENTURE WITH COAST TO COAST PADDLE
Rising Grades 2-3
June 14, 2018 (9 a.m.-4 p.m.)

Coast to Coast paddle programs are designed for young paddlers of all levels!
Paddlers will learn the ins and outs of basic paddle technique, water safety and a
few tricks to impress their friends (and parents) while out on the water! We also
will focus on marine education while exploring tide pools and going on paddle
adventures at the Salem Willows instructional site! We provide all the equipment (board,
paddle, lifejacket) and have a 5:1 student-to-instructor ratio.
No paddle experience necessary. Paddlers must be able to swim without assistance.
10 STUDENT MINIMUM WILL BE REQUIRED TO RUN THIS TRIP
Cost: $95

BOSTON CHILDREN’S MUSEUM (RISING GRADES K-1)
Rising Grades K-1
June 15, 2018 (9 a.m.-4 p.m.)

Boston Children's Museum has been building innovative, engaging and interactive experiences
for children and families for 100 years. Museums across the country host exhibits created by
Boston Children’s Museum, many of which have become national favorites, such as Bubbles,
Raceways and Arthur’s World. Jump on the Brookwood bus and join your friends for a full day
of hands-on exploration!
10 STUDENT MINIMUM WILL BE REQUIRED TO RUN THIS TRIP
Cost: $95

SUMMER AT BROOKWOOD MUST COMPLY WITH REGULATIONS
OF THE MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND BE
LICENSED BY THE LOCAL BOARD OF HEALTH.
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